
How to Write a
Music Brief
A Practical Guide

PARV I N  MUS I C



Purpose of
Guide
HOW  TO  USE  THIS
DOCUMENT

How you brief your team on music can make or break

a project. And giving clear, well-developed direction

that both takes into account the larger view of where

the brand is going AND the details on how to execute,

will ensure your music choice moves the brand

towards its goals. 

 

Use this document as a guide in conversations with

your team members throughout the project or even

create your own version that can be shared with all

interested parties.
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The worst enemy to
creativity is self-doubt.

SYLVIA  PLATH



Know Your 
Stakeholders
WHO  GIVES  INPUT  &
APPROVAL ?

Who has experience in this Part who may have some good insight?

Who owns this Part of the process who will have details on what we need

to consider / needs to be in alignment?

Who gives final approval on this Part? 

Music is a unique element to creating a brand in that it can be both a part

of the Brand Strategy (what Parvin Music calls "Purpose") and the Execution

("Personality"). That's one reason it's important to be clear on who the

players are. 

 

We have broken the Music Brief into 3 Parts.  

Part 1: Define Objectives & Music Strategy

Part 2: Usage Rights & Deliverables

Part 3: Supporting Resources 

 

Each Part will most likely involve a few team members. Consider these

questions in each Part of creating the brief to ensure everyone is on board. 
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Involve Your Stakeholders 
EARLY & OFTEN

CREATIVE  IDEA
DEVELOPMENT

IMC | ECD | Director | Music Team

How can music help deliver the story?

Is it part of the creative idea or does it

support the creative idea in 

execution only?

 

BRAND  & PROJECT
OBJECTIVES

Brand Team | IMC | Music Team

How is music relevant to our consumer?

Are there strategic ways we should

incorporate music into how we connect

with consumers?

PRODUCTION  & POST

IMC | Director | Producer | Post-Prod. |

Music Team

What partner/artist can best deliver

what we need?

Is the execution accomplishing the

goals we set out to accomplish?
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Part 1:
Define Objectives &
Music Strategy
WHERE IS THE BRAND GOING AND HOW WILL MUSIC PLAY A
ROLE IN THAT? 

Does it make sense for your brand to create a relationship with and use the music of up-

and-coming musical talent because your target audience is interested in that? 

Would it be best to license really famous songs? Why?

What song and artist examples illustrate what you want the brand to sound like, and

what artist brands fit with your brand?

On the next page, you'll contemplate the future of the brand and its priorities. Then you'll

think about how you could use music to further those objectives. 

 

Think about how the music sounds and also the story that could be told.

For instance, 
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**Remember to involve

each stakeholder in

the development,

alignment and

communication of

these guidelines, both

on the Strategy side

and the Creative

Development. 



Part 1: Define Objectives & Music Strategy

BRAND  &  PROJECT
OBJECT IVES

 

PROJECT
CREAT IVE  BRIEF

 

What goals are the brand working towards?

What problem is the brand out to solve?

What few "big wins" do you want this project to achieve?

An inspirational description of the creative idea or story, especially as it relates to the way you’ll be

using music.

ROLE  OF  MUSIC
 

How does music fit within the story and the rest of the creative? 

How does music fit with the brand’s overall tone and messaging? 

What are top priorities? Examples - Famous talent, flexible usage rights, works best within the piece,

inexpensive, timely/relevant with target consumer, etc.

MUSICAL  MUST -HAVE 'S
&  DO -NOT 'S

 

WHAT  WE  KNOW
ALREADY

What do we know the music MUST include, creatively, or achieve, strategically?

What elements do we know are NOT right for the brand, that we need to avoid?

Why?

Give as much detail as possible around what you have already explored, what is and is not working,

and - very important - WHY.

Specifics on: Musical Elements, how the music fits with the video on-screen, emotions evoked, talent

relevancy to 1) brand and 2) project



Defining how you need to use the music (i.e. Usage Rights - what media, how long it

will be on air, in what parts of the world, in how many pieces of content, etc.) may

seem like a tactical, last-minute piece to solidify, but HOW you use a song

determines your budget, and your budget determines what options you have for

music. 

 

It's imperative that you talk with your team early and determine at least where the

spots will ideally air and for how long, so you can get a REAL budget from your

experienced music partner.

 

Also, determine early what deliverables (file types, edit versions, etc.) you'll need. For

instance, you may know you need an instrumental version of the song (and there may

not be one available!); or you may assume the edited versions of the track for :06,

:10, :15, :30 and the :60 pieces are included and later will find out that you need

more budget and time for those. Get clear on these needs early so there are no

surprises later down the road.

Part 2: 
Usage Rights 
& Deliverables
 
Pro tip: When licensing a song, always ask for the

MOST usage rights you may need (longest term, the

most territories, the most number of pieces of

creative). Later you can negotiate the price down if

you can reduce these terms, but you will almost

always get charged more if you want to add even

just one piece of creative or a couple weeks.



Part 2: Usage Rights & Deliverables
USAGE

How many pieces of content will use the music?

What lengths are each piece? Are all pieces part of one creative idea

or several creative executions?

Is music a driving force in the content or is it in the background?

EXCLUS IV ITY

Stipulate category, full or no exclusivity for the length of the term or

longer, to avoid the song appearing in competitive communications.

Major record labels & publishers will assume the song is not exclusive if

you do not specifically request it.

MEDIA

Include all potential media where the music will appear -

TV, Internet, Cinema, Industrial, etc.

This will be a major cost driver.

TERM

How long will you need the song?

This will be a major cost driver.

TERRITORY

In what national markets or countries will you 

run the content?

Note if Internet use will be geo-gated or no.

T IMING

When do you need to hear initial ideas:

Receive First Draft:

Finalize Music For Air:

BUDGET

A general range is good. 

If you're not sure what to allot, speak with your music partner BEFORE 

sharing budgets.

DEL IVERABLES

What file types do you need?

Instrumental version?

What edits?

Music stems or splits?



PART  3 :  SUPPORT ING
RESOURCES

 
Words are a great way to get everyone aligned on a direction, but

using additional tools like music references, TV series, movie

directors and book characters creates an entire atmosphere that

drives how the brand will live in the subconscious and conscious

minds of consumers. 

 

For instance: What TV show or movie character embodies the tone

of voice of your brand?

 

Add images, playlists and more to your music brief!



Recap
DON 'T  FORGET !

Be Clear on What You Want

to Achieve 1) with the

Project and 2) with Music in

the Project

Share As Many Details As

Possible with All

Stakeholders to Save Time,

Money and Get More Out of

Music!

Know your Stakeholders

& Involve them Early & Often
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Parvin Music helps brands further their businesses through

the use of music in their communications. 

 

We support brands in meeting creative aspirations, business

objectives, and building value through the use of music, with

ease.

Who We Are

We've worked with the most recognized brands in the world and have won awards for our work..



Contact Us

www.parvin-music.com

WEBSITE

instagram.com/samparvin

INSTAGRAM

facebook.com/parvinmusicusmx

FACEBOOK

WE'D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU!

I look forward to getting to know you and

discovering together how Parvin Music can

support you!

 

- Samantha Parvin

Owner, Parvin Music


